The optical absorption of thin-film thermal infrared detectors was calculated as a function of wavelength, pixel size, and area fill factor by use of the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The results indicate that smaller pixels absorb a significantly higher percentage of incident energy than larger pixels with the same fill factor. A polynomial approximation to the FDTD results was derived for use in system models. © 2001 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 040.3060, 230.0040.
In the past decade, large advances in performance have been made in thermal infrared detectors that are operated near room temperature, 1 so they are now used in, or are being considered for, a wide range of commercial and military applications. Thermal detectors work by converting incident infrared radiation to heat, thereby increasing the temperature of the detector. The change in temperature is typically measured as a change in detector resistance (bolometers) or as a change in the spontaneous polarization (ferroelectrics) across the detector.
For best performance, the detector should have the highest possible absorption of incident infrared radiation and a small thermal mass. This is typically achieved by use of a thin-film structure with a quarter-wavelength cavity, 2, 3 similar to that shown in Fig. 1(a) . The ideal form of the quarter-wavelength ͑l͞4͒ structure is a laterally infinite conducting film with sheet resistivity equal to free-space impedance Z 0 120 pV, spaced a quarter-wavelength above a perfectly ref lecting surface. Such a structure has a theoretical absorption of 100% at the design wavelength. In an actual focal-plane array (FPA) of thermal detectors, the metallized surface of the readout integrated circuit acts as the ref lecting surface, and the bolometric or ferroelectric material forms a thin sheet spaced 2 to 3 mm above the readout integrated circuit to form the quarter-wavelength cavity. Previously, a one-dimensional transfer matrix method was used to compute the absorption properties of such cavity structures in large (infinite) pixels with f inite detector material thickness and two-sided electrodes. 4 More recently, there has been a trend to reduce pixel size to improve image resolution. Typical pixel pitch in current uncooled FPA's is 50 mm, with a decrease to 25 mm anticipated in the next generation. However, as pixel sizes shrink to only a few optical wavelengths of the incident radiation, it is unclear how diffraction will affect optical absorption. Furthermore, current infrared system models scale absorbed power with the geometric area of the detector, so any significant deviations from this behavior will cause significant errors in predicted system performance. Analysis of such small pixel effects requires a rigorous three-dimensional electromagnetic model. In this Letter we use the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to compute absorption as a function of wavelength, pixel size, and area f ill factor in f inite-size pixels placed within an infinitely periodic imaging array. We also compute a polynomial approximation to the FDTD results that can be used for system modeling.
The FDTD method was f irst introduced by Yee in his seminal 1966 paper 5 and is now one of the most widely used numerical techniques for solving electromagnetic (EM) problems in inhomogeneous, lossy, or even anisotropic materials. We performed all our calculations using custom FDTD code that contains features not typically found in other EM codes. For example, the code exploits the fourfold symmetry found in the structures studied for this Letter to reduce memory and execution time by a factor of 4. The code also includes the ability to simulate both finite and infinite periodic arrays through absorbing or periodic boundary conditions.
Since we are primarily interested in modeling the generic effects of pixel pitch and f ill factor, we approximated the absorbing detector layer as a twodimensional conducting sheet spaced over a perfectly conducting backplane, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Using a uniform FDTD cell size of Dx, we gridded the structure such that the absorbing detector layer was one cell thick, with a bulk resistivity of Z 0 Dx, to obtain the desired sheet resistivity of Z 0 . A plane wave was imposed on the detector; the incident plane wave consisted of a Gaussian-modulated sinusoid whose frequency spectrum included the entire long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) band of frequencies. We then applied a Fourier transform to the time-dependent fields at each point in the solution space to compute the absorption over the LWIR band in a single FDTD run for each structure. The absorption gain was computed (similarly to antenna gain) by division of the total power absorbed across all the cells in the detector element by the power that was incident upon the detector area. We varied the angle of incidence between the normal to the detector and the propagation vector of the plane wave from 0 ± to 45 ± to simulate the range of angles present in an f ͞0.7 optical system. However, since the integrated absorption over the 8 14-mm wavelength band varied by less than 6% over that range of angles, most results are reported for normal incidence.
To determine a suitable FDTD cell size, we f irst analyzed an infinite pixel simulated by extending both the detector sheet and the perfectly conducting backplane to the edges of the structure and imposing periodic boundary conditions. A cell size of 0.25 mm yielded spectral absorption that agreed with the one-dimensional analytical result to better than 0.1% over the entire LWIR band. Also, the results for f inite pixels did not change appreciably when the cell size was reduced from 0.25 to 0.1 mm. Therefore a cell size of 0.25 mm was used for all results reported here. A series of pixels was then run that consisted of the structure in Fig. 1(b) , i.e., a square detector sheet with sheet resistivity of Z 0 , centered within a larger square unit cell, again spaced 2.5 mm above a perfectly conducting surface that filled the entire unit cell. We applied periodic boundary conditions at the sides so that the detector was implicitly embedded in a periodic array of other identical detectors as in a FPA. The fill factor, F , of each pattern was def ined as the fraction of area in the unit cell that was occupied by the detector. As the incident angle of illumination was increased from zero, the peak of spectral absorption shifted to a shorter wavelength. However, the variation of integrated absorption over the 8 14-mm wavelength band turned out to be less than 2% for incident angles up to 30 ± (corresponding to f ͞1.0 optics) and less than 6% at 45 ± (corresponding to f ͞0.7 optics). For example, Table 1 shows the variation for a 15-mm pixel with 20-mm pitch. Therefore we used normal incidence for the subsequent results in this Letter, and those results can be used to calculate the integrated absorption with f ͞1.0 optics to an accuracy of better than 2%. Figure 2 shows that the spectral absorption gain, g͑l͒, is larger in the finite, 25-mm-period pixels than in the infinite pixel. In fact, g͑l͒ . 1 over a wide range of wavelengths. This implies that absorption decreases more slowly than detector area and that the effective optical area of the detector is larger than its physical area.
To characterize the fraction of incident power that is absorbed from the LWIR band, we def ine the LWIR absorption gain to be where U 300 K ͑l͒ denotes the power spectral density for a 300 K blackbody. The total LWIR power absorbed by the pixel is equal to the directly incident LWIR power times g LWIR 300 K . Figure 3 shows the calculated g LWIR 300 K at normal incidence for pixels with pitch ranging from 10 to 50 mm and F ranging from 0 to 100%. The fact that g LWIR 300 K . 1, especially in the smaller 10 20-mm pixels, indicates that diffraction effects improve the coupling eff iciency, presumably by bending light that is incident outside the physical detector area into the cavity region, allowing it to be absorbed after ref lection.
The absorption gain effects shown in Fig. 3 are important for accurately modeling expected system performance using the thermal detectors. Note that when the pixel pitch is reduced to 10 mm with a small fill factor, diffraction can increase the f lux-gathering capabilities of the detector by a factor of 3 above the geometric estimate of f lux-gathering capabilities. Even with a reasonable f ill factor of 42%, the 10-mm detector pitch obtains 1.8 times the geometric approximation of f lux absorption.
However, the rigorous FDTD calculations are too time consuming to be used directly in a system model. Therefore we approximated the FDTD results by a polynomial using a three-dimensional curve-f itting program. The fit, shown as the mesh surface in Fig. 4 
where F is again the fill factor and d is the pixel pitch in micrometers. The correlation coeff icient for the f it is 0.9844. The average deviation between the fitted and FDTD results is 2.5% over the domain 10 mm # d # 50 mm and 0.0625 # F # 1.0, with a maximum deviation of 11% when d 15 mm and F 0.25. Equation (2) allows the straightforward calculation of absorption gain for LWIR microbolometers and other thermal detectors as a function of detector pitch and fill factor. Equation (2) can be used without a rigorous EM model as long as it is used within the 8 14-mm bandwidth and the geometry described above. In summary, we have modeled the optical absorption of uncooled bolometers, using a rigorous three-dimensional electromagnetic model (FDTD). The model incorporated diffraction as well as geometric effects and quantified their relative contribution as a function of the pixel's pitch and area f ill factor. The results indicate that diffraction tends to improve the f lux-gathering capability of a pixel beyond what is predicted using simple geometrical models currently employed in most imaging system performance models. This effect is more significant as the pixel size is reduced to only a few optical wavelengths. Variation of integrated absorption with incident angle of illumination was less than 2% for angles corresponding to f ͞1.0 optics. We also generated an image performance model function that can be used to include diffraction effects in system-level models.
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